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Curriculum Intent Statement 
 

 
The LIME Curriculum is a challenging, creative and diverse curriculum that has been 
designed to ensure our pupils receive a high-quality education during their time at Limehurst 
Primary School. Staff have played a key part in developing their curriculum areas to help 
design our current curriculum. Whilst we have used the EYFS Framework and National 
Curriculum to form the backbone of our curriculum, we have ensured it is tailored to the 
children we serve to create a high-quality curriculum that enables our pupils to make 
excellent progress in all areas of the curriculum and provide them with the necessary 
knowledge and skills to become well-rounded individuals.  
 

The Lime curriculum KEY THEMES run through all subject areas across the school from 
EYFS to Year 6.  
 
Language rich 
Inclusive 
Motivational 
Engaging 
 
The KEY THEMES promote our KEY OUTCOMES, we strive for all pupils who attend 
Limehurst to achieve these outcomes before they leave Limehurst to further their education. 
 
Leaders 

Independent 
Motivated for future learning and opportunities. 
Empathetic 
 
At Limehurst Primary School, we believe all our pupils can achieve the LIME outcomes 
through our bespoke curriculum which has been purposefully constructed to equip our 
children with the key knowledge and skills for their future. Lessons and the curriculum are 
designed to ensure pupils become secure with their year group’s learning and have plenty of 
opportunities to deepen and stretch that learning. We plan so our pupils can make 
meaningful and exciting connections between their experiences and gain a growing 
understanding of the world we live in. We build upon what we believe is a natural curiosity to 
question, explore and make sense of the world and each other.  

The LIME curriculum has clear objectives in every subject, these are organised 
progressively throughout year groups/key stages. Key knowledge, skills and vocabulary are 
mapped out for every subject.  

Pupils will be motivated by a strong personal sense of morality. They will make decisions for 
the right reasons and in the best interests of their community. They will be able to decide 
what is right and what is wrong and will be resilient to the influence of others. They will go 
out into the world and make a difference in their own life and to others.  

It is our intention that through the LIME curriculum our pupils move on to Key Stage 3 with a 
thirst to learn more and with eager minds ready for a bright future as leaders who are 

independent, motivated to learn more and empathetic to those around them.  


